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S/4HANA Webcast: Financial Planning and Analysis – SAC, BPC and the S/4 Model 

Company for Finance, Noel Munday - SAP 
 

Questions and Feedback: 

1. QUESTION: It has been noticed that labor cost planning is completely excluded from preconfigured solutions, is this by design? 

Generally, labor cost is a huge component of company cost. 

 

ANSWER: Labor costs are available as an RDS on standard model BPC and a high level planning screen for labor can be captured 

under cost Centre planning but I agree that detailed labor costs are not in this scope and can be looked at as an additional business 

requirement when looking at MC4F. 

 
2. QUESTION: How does this relate / incorporate project planning, especially potential links from this to the balance sheet / cash flow 

component and the treasury deal planning? 

 
ANSWER: Project planning has always been a complex subject to incorporate into financial planning because for financial planning 
we are interested in the project spend from a cash flow point of view and in the capitalization date for the projection of depreciation 
but not all the variables are always known at the start of the planning cycle, for example the asset class needs to be known for the 
capitalization in order to know to which GL accounts to make the postings and which depreciation rates to use. It becomes more 
complex when projects have sub-projects attached to them and the whole project is not capitalized at the same time or on a single 
date and has revenue recognition complications attached to it. So it’s sufficient to say that for the time being project planning has 
been excluded from the Model Company for Finance BPC Scope item 9 and must be developed and implemented as separate 
business requirement for BPC. 
 
In SAC Integrated Financial Planning (IFP) you will notice a very high level project planning by WBS. 

 
3. QUESTION: Where does planning data persist - ACDOCP? 

 

ANSWER: To clarify about the persisting of plan data. It is not stored in ACDOCP but in specific planning aDSO's in BPC. Please refer 
to the deep dive presentation which contains the exact aDSO numbers as well as the characteristics which are used in each scope 
item. 
 

4. QUESTION: Does the treasury deal planning allow for interface to non-SAP treasury management solutions? 

 
ANSWER: The MC4F has not made provision for external sources but because BPC Optimized for S4/HANA is being used this type 
of business requirement can be developed as a fit-gap development item. In other words we are able to modify the MC4F BPC 
solution with our normal development tools and using it as a basis develop the additional business requirement. 

 
5. QUESTION: Impression that the embedded version was a view reading from ACDOCA, but based on update/refresh you mentioned 

there seems to still be an ETL process? 
 

ANSWER: No there is no ELT process because the HANA Calculation views for actual data, such as FCO_C_IBP_ACDOCA, are 
embedded inside the planning composite providers but the updates or refreshes probably refer to the functions that copy the 
actuals to the plan version as a way to seed the plan version with prior actuals so you don’t have to start planning from scratch 
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(zero-based). There are also other functions that use the actuals as a base for planning and would read actuals, perform calculations 
and store the results in the plan version such as treasury or purchasing. So these functions are still required but not as an ETL 
process to obtain actual data i.e. there is no extract, transform or load required, it reads S4 actuals straight from S4. 

 
6. QUESTION: When we deploy (Britehouse) the Model Company it is usually in a Greenfields setting. (We Deploy the Best business 

Practices and the Model Company helps us with content, Transports, BC sets, etc. to deploy it). However, we will have customers 
that Migrate from ECC 6.0 to S4.  How will an BW and subsequently Imbedded BPC be deployed then?  This will be a Brownfields 
Scenario? Is there a Model Company ONLY applicable for the BPC Planning portion?  

 
ANSWER: No there isn't a MC just for BPC Planning so I think this is more a commercial consideration than a technical one because 
if we assume the customer takes the MC4F but then only implements the BPC portion, this is technically possible assuming that 
the BPC data sources are not impacted significantly in variance from MC4F to the customers’ existing system. 


